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OLDENBURG SHOW AT THE MUSEUM OF MODERN ART 

An exhibition of II6 three-dimensional objects and over 100 drawings executed by 

cues Oldenburg since his first one-man show in New York ten years ago will be on view 

at The Museum of Modern Art from September 25 through November 23. 

Directed by Alicia Legg, Associate Curator in the Department of Painting and 

Sculpture, the exhibition has been drawn from more than 100 public and private collec

tions in eight countries. 

Oldenburg, i|>0-year old artist, has chosen the themes for his work in terms of 

environments, particularly The Street, The Store, and The Home. In treating these 

subjects he allows his fantasy free play, as he also does in his projects for imaginary 

monuments. The sculptures are on view on the first floor; most of the drawings, including 

pages from 01denburg*s notebooks, are on view in the third-floor Paul J. Sachs galleries. 

"Oldenburg's art is a challenge to the viewer," Alicia Legg says. "Its celebration 

of the commonplace upsets traditional values. Taking as his subject contemporary products 

that meet the basic needs of life — food, clothing, and shelter — he endows them with 

wit and even compassion. His approach, however, goes beyond subject matter. Scale is 

an original concept in his production. His treatment of a wide range of materials 

beings out his extraordinary sensitivity to form and surface; his craftsmanship, 

whether in three-dimensional objects or in his light-filled drawings, commands admiration." 

The figures, signs and objects relating to The Street (I959-60) are made of various 

discarded and often fragile materials -- cardboard cartons and used garbage bags. 

Oldenburg developed these reliefs from sketches made along the Bowery and Lower East 

Side where he lived. Besides such subjects as the Street Head and the Street Chick, 

Oldenburg represented the Ray Gun — an invincible weapon (adapted from comic strips) 
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